
JUNIOR RISK ASSESSMENT;

Thursday outdoor session

This document describes the steps that have been taken to reduce risk as far as is reasonably practicable. It’s simply a
careful examination of what could cause harm to all the people involved, so that we can weigh up whether we have
taken adequate precautions or should do more to prevent harm.

Risk assessments follow a simple standard layout in the form of a logical sequence of questions;

1. What’s the hazard?
2. Who’s at risk and what could happen to them?
3. What are we doing to reduce the risk of harm?
4. What else could we do?

Risk assessments are designed to reduce unexpected events. They are not about completely eliminating risk nor are they
about ‘taking the fun out’ of the activity.

The results of this risk assessment are in the following table. Please  feel free to query any aspect of this document if you
feel we’ve missed or failed to properly assess any risk.



Risk Assessment; Thursday evening outdoor running group.

What’s the hazard? Who’s at risk/what could
happen?

What are we doing to
reduce the risk?

What else could
we do?

...and how do
we change
things?

Road Traffic All runners
Collisions with car/bicycles etc.
when crossing roads or driveways
or using roads with no footpath.

Juniors to loop back to main group
and not to cross roads  unassisted
(see code of conduct)
Use of pedestrian crossings where
appropriate/exercise caution where
not present.
Running in single file at edge of road
where pavement not present

Plan routes in advance
(including road crossing
points) and stick to
them.
Loop back before big
road crossing to ensure
the group is together at
the crossing point.

Involve adults in the
faster group with
route planning,
encourage them to
plan for grouped
road crossings

Reduced visibility at
night

All Runners
Increased risk of traffic injury.
Increased risk of personal injury;
trips, falls and running into things.
Juniors
Increased  risk of getting
separated from the group, getting
lost.

All juniors must wear Hi Viz as
provided (see code of conduct).
Seniors strongly advised to wear
same.
Sticking to known, well lit routes
where practicable; reducing speed
and exercising caution when lighting
reduces or road surface deteriorates.
No junior to run ahead of the lead
adult, leaders to loop back frequently
to prevent the group spreading out
excessively.

Other pedestrians All Runners
Accidental collision, verbal or
physical conflict.

see code of conduct.

Weather All Runners
A wide range of weather
conditions are possible, from mild
calm evenings to cold rain, wind
and snow.

Juniors should bring appropriate
clothing (see code of conduct). Group
leaders should assess clothing and
keep individuals at the indoor session
if their clothing isn’t adequate.

continued education
about appropriate
clothing choices

Leaders to discuss
with juniors, put
information in junior
email.


